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The ReSVinet Scale is a clinical score for the assessment of respiratory difﬁculty in
infancy. Our aim was to provide an update on the characteristics that make this tool
different to any other. We descriptively compared the characteristics of the ReSVinet
Scale with other options that can be found in the current literature or mobile apps
stores. The ReSVinet Scale has been devised for its use regardless of the age of the
child, entity causing respiratory symptoms, and setting. To this date, it is the only
pediatric respiratory scale for acute respiratory distress that provides a parental
version, and it is also the ﬁrst one to have undergone validation in primary care. The
tool can be found either in paper format or can be downloaded via App stores for
devices running on Android or iOS systems. It has also been adopted recently as the
assessment instrument for several clinical trials and for an IMI2 initiative (RESCEU
project). All the aforementioned characteristics of the ReSVinet Scale should help
toward its dissemination, as currently no other clinical tool for the assessment of
respiratory difﬁculty can offer those advantages.

Assessment of respiratory difﬁculty is critical in pediatric
daily practice. Asthma is the most prevalent condition in
infancy in the developed world, whereas deaths caused by
respiratory infections weigh heavily on underdeveloped
countries.1 Pulmonary function tests are usually not suitable
for infants, and a noninvasive and simple clinical scoring
system that can discriminate correctly the severity of the
disease would be highly appreciated. Currently, healthcare
providers must make a choice among a swarming number of
pediatric respiratory scales. This stresses not only the importance of these tools but also the lack of a gold standard, as
results obtained through any particular scale reﬂect a subjective evaluation. Difﬁculties for interpreting those results
rise when scales employed by investigators are not the same,
because different tools are usually devised for different
illnesses, thought for its use in different age groups, and
require different exclusion and inclusion criteria, thus making comparisons unfeasible.2 It is here when validation steps

in. Validation is a consensual process that was developed to
ascertain if the results provided by a scale are repeatable,
reliable, and hassle-free. Validation also allows professionals
to compare two tools using different components. But recent
reviews of published pediatric scores have detected several
deﬁciencies: there is currently no perfectly validated clinical
score.3 Scales are being developed to be used only by
healthcare providers, evaluating either children presenting
in emergency departments (EDs) or those who have been
admitted to a hospital. That means that, in infants, no one of
these scales has been validated for its use in primary care.2
Bearing the previous assumptions in mind, we aimed to
develop a clinical tool for assessing acute respiratory difﬁculty in children, suitable for all ages, and that could be used
regardless of the etiology of the distress or lack of clinical
expertise. We devised transversal validation processes, aiming to test the characteristics of the scale both in hospitalary
and primary care settings.
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The ReSVinet Scale
The ReSVinet Scale is composed of seven items—feeding
intolerance, medical intervention, respiratory difﬁculty,
respiratory frequency, apnea, general condition, and fever.
Each item is scored from 0 to 3 (more severe), except apnea
(can only take a 0 or 3 value) and fever (0, 1, or 2). Total value
of the score after summing up all components ranges
between 0 and 20. It is available in two versions: one
designed for parental assessment (►Fig. 1) and other one
for professional use (►Fig. 2). In 2016, we published the
results of the validation of both versions of the ReSVinet
Scale in a homogeneous sample of 170 children < 2 years
who have been admitted to hospital wards due to an acute
respiratory infection.4 Internal consistency was found to be
good (Cronbach’s α > 0.70). In our study, in-situ evaluations
of the legal guardians were comparable to those extracted by
clinicians from clinical records (interobserver reliability k¼
0.73). Although parental opinion on the overall severity of
respiratory symptoms has been reported previously by some
authors, they used no composite scale. Thus, the ReSVinet
Scale was the ﬁrst clinical tool that provided a parental
version of any scoring system for acute respiratory distress.2

A Scale for All Seasons
We next tackled an important gap we had identiﬁed in the
literature. Our scoring system underwent validation in primary care. It is in this context where a fast, noninvasive tool
that can reliably categorize patients could be more helpful.
Using the ReSVinet Scale, 11 pediatricians independently
assessed 241 infants presenting in their primary care practices
with any cause of respiratory difﬁculty. Inter-rater reliability
between parents and physicians was acceptable (k ¼ 0.71).
Internal consistency using Cronbach’s α was 0.62 for physicians and 0.67 for pediatricians, and it reached values > 0.70
when analyzing subgroups with the same diagnosis (information presented at the Meeting of the European Society for
Pediatric Infectious Diseases, available at: https://espid2017.
kenes.com/Documents/ESPID17%20abstracts.pdf). The ReSVinet Scale has been more extensively validated than any other
similar score, although data from the reliability domain has
still to be obtained and apprehended. Combining data from
both validation studies, cut-points for our scale were deﬁned
as following: 0–6 for mild affection, 7–13 for moderate distress, and 14–20 for severe respiratory affection.

Mobile Health Intervention
In consonance with our interconnected world, scales can be
delivered directly to wireless devices. The World Health
Organization has announced that mobile Health (mHealth)
has a global potential to change the way health services are
delivered.5 What is more, mobile apps may offer new opportunities for reducing the barrier in accessing and using health
information and health services, and among low-income
populations mobile apps seem to be more acceptable than
web-based interventions.6 Despite these claims, we should
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realize that there is still a paucity of information about the
characteristics of apps for acute respiratory scores. Most of
the literature that reviews mHealth interventions has
detected the use of control scores (asthma control test
[ACT], asthma control questionnaire [ACQ], control of allergic
rhinitis and asthma test [CARAT]) or Quality of Life Questionnaires.7,8 Control scores, like ACT and ACQ, do not
provide a valid measure of severity of asthma exacerbation,
less for laryngitis, bronchiolitis, or other short-term entities.
We have conducted our own survey of literature repositories, paired with a systematic search in app stores of
Android, iOS, and Windows Phones (unpublished report),
and we have found that apps that offer the possibility of
introducing data to assess the severity of acute-onset
respiratory distress using a respiratory score normally contain Wood-Downes and Tal scores for bronchiolitis, Westley
and Taussig scales for laryngitis, and pediatric respiratory
assessment measure (PRAM) and pulmonary scores for
asthma exacerbation. mHealth apps containing control tools
are marketed normally for patients and/or their parents, but
resources aiming at evaluating the difﬁculty of acute-onset
respiratory distress are almost universally designed for
clinicians. Although we have found one mHealth intervention, providing the Pediatric Observation Priority Score,9 that
allows users to identify themselves as “other,” it should be
noted that this scale has been validated only for ED clinical
teams, as it aims to support clinical decisions of staff who are
not familiar with children.10 Other apps, like HandiPediatric,11 are indeed devised for parental use, but they do not
actually use a composite score and adopt a tiered approach
instead, sorting symptoms using a color code, where red
requires immediate assessment by a physician.
Given the wide array of scores available for assessing acute
respiratory distress, downloading all the available apps can
be a cumbersome experience for any clinician; and once
stored in the hard disk of the device, the user must struggle to
remember the speciﬁc subpopulation for which an speciﬁc
score has been designed—for example, use of P.R.A.M score is
intended only for decision making in EDs.
Some developers have tried to tackle this issue offering
several scores in a unique mHealth solution, thus “compiling” a list of scores devised for distinct diseases (respiratory,
neurological, trauma…). When available, respiratory scales
for acute distress are usually marketed under the “pediatric”
heading of “score compilation” apps, thus meaning that apps
envisioned for internists or for specialist other than pediatricians often lack those scales. Even in the case of downloading a score-compiler app with the “Pediatrician”
heading, there is a high chance that the scores contained
are limited to the Silverman Score or Apgar Score, which can
only be applied to newborns. And if the program selected
does happen to provide another scale for acute respiratory
difﬁculty, reasons that led to the selection of that particular
tool over the other possibilities are never explained. Also,
meanwhile apps for control scores offer the option to save
the data for future consultation and even can depict the
evolution of symptoms in a graphic,7,8 mHealth solutions for
acute respiratory difﬁculty lack this feature.
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Fig. 1 The parental version of the ReSVinet Scale.
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Fig. 2 The ReSVinet Scale for healthcare professionals.
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This is why we decided to build an app containing both
versions of our score: the ReSVinet Scale App. The ReSVinet
Scale App simpliﬁes the process of choosing a clinical scale
appropriate for each cause of respiratory distress, or that is
suited to the age of each patient. For each version of the
ReSVinet Scale, this mHealth solution offers users two possibilities: a fast option for those who already known the
ReSVinet Scale, and a step-by-step choice that guides newcomers through infant assessment using oriented, itemrelated questions. It is possible to save the requested data
for each episode, as well as associated information, to
retrieve it later. The mobile solution hit the Market in
October 2017. The ReSVinet Scale App is therefore available
for both clinicians and legal guardians in Google Play (https://
play.google.com/store/apps/details?id¼org.ejkc.resvinet&hl¼en_US) and AppStore (https://itunes.apple.com/us/
app/resvinet-score/id1284710379?mt¼8).12
The ReSVinet Scale App is currently undergoing iterative
testing and being translated to several languages to provide
both clinicians and parents who are not ﬂuent with English
an adapted tool.

Current and Future Lines of Work
Respiratory sores are normally tailored to be tested in very
speciﬁc populations, usually on patients suffering from one
speciﬁc disease and falling within a restricted age range. This
homogeneity bolsters results of statistical tests, but it is
rarely the scenario found on EDs or doctors’ practices.
Children usually present with overlapping symptoms that
can be attributed to more than one entity, like bronchiolitis
and pneumonia, the latter being easily an exclusion criterion
in many validation studies for bronchiolitis-designed
scores.2 In the end, these restrictions pave the way for scale
misusage, bending the limits of age imposed by the scale or
employing it outside the setting for which it was validated.2
Those problems are avoided when using a more practical
scale like the ReSVinet Scale.
Despite all the milestones we have achieved, there is still a
lot of room for improvement. Although the ReSVinet Scale
has yielded better results than any other respiratory score
when testing their validation characteristics,2 information
on responsiveness and measurement error needs still to be
provided. Future lines of work include testing the reliability
component of validation, gather parental feedback from app
usage, and ascertain whether there are any differences
between paper and mHealth assessment. Evidence on the
effect of mHealth interventions has only been obtained for
SMS use, and the equivalence of apps to other validated
interventions remains to be seen.13
Our score has been selected for several clinical trials.14–16
It has been included in an IMI2 funded project (RESCEU)
(http://resc-eu.org), aiming at recruiting over 10.000 children across all Europe. This will add more data to new
validation processes, help understand cultural perceptions
in respiratory difﬁculty, and provide further ﬁeld for app
testing. Continuous use and feedback on mHealth interventions are critical, as marketed apps present a rapid turnover,
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with 28% of asthma-designed apps disappearing in a lapse of
2 years.8 Meanwhile, the availability of a scale for professionals and parents that has been validated across hospital
and primary care could improve communication between
healthcare providers and main caregivers when monitoring
children with respiratory difﬁculty, and in greater parental
involvement in patient management.

Conclusion
• The ReSVinet Scale is the only existing tool allowing legal
guardians to assess the respiratory difﬁculty of their
children in a way that can be compared with that of a
physician.
• The ReSVinet Scale is the only clinical respiratory scale for
acute respiratory difﬁculty in children that has been
validated in a primary care setting.
• The ReSVinet Scale, in contrast with other scales tested in
restrictive conditions and aimed at assessing one agespeciﬁc disease, has been developed to tackle any cause of
respiratory difﬁculty in all the pediatric population.
• The ReSVinet Scale App delivers some features that other
similar mHealth solutions lack, like the option of saving
the assessments for future reference, the possibility of
including additional information to each evaluation, and
the provision of a parental version of a clinical scale. Those
characteristics can be found in programs for control
scores, but not in apps containing “acute” scores.”
• There are still areas of validation of the ReSVinet Scale that
are currently being tested, like the reliability domain.
Those tests will be bolstered by the evaluations made
using the ReSVinet Scales in several ongoing clinical trials
and observational studies.
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